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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a Volumetric�CSG �VCSG� method for the representation of volumetric objects and their
operation� such as transformations� cutting and Boolean operations� A new volume rendering algorithm is de�
veloped for visualizing the VCSG models� The algorithm �rst generates optimal target blocks for e	cient model
operations by adaptive subdivision of the target volume� and then volume renders the target blocks using a
template�based octree projection process� Both the raycasting block projection and hardware assisted 
D texture
mapping rendering methods are implemented�
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� INTRODUCTION

��� Model�based Volume Visualization

Volume visualization�Kau�� is a technique to abstract�
interpret and display large volume datasets that would
otherwise be too complex to comprehend� Such vol�
ume datasets can come from a wide range of sources
such as computed tomography �CT� and magnetic res�
onance imaging �MRI�� or computer generated sim�
ulation data �e�g� in computational �uid dynamics��
Current volume visualization algorithms are� however�
mainly used fro viewing the structures of the entire
volume dataset� Interactions with individual objects
embedded within the volume dataset are very di	cult
due to the lack of a volumetric modeling scheme� On
the other hand� volume visualization� together with
object manipulations� is highly desirable in many prac�
tical applications� For example� in surgical planning
and simulation�PVML�� MF��� users must be able
to perform computer simulated operations� such as
cutting� drilling� bending and repositioning� on indi�
vidual bones� tissues or tumors� and visualize them
at every step of the operation� The ability to extract�
measure� move� track and alter featured objects is also
essential to the interrogative visualization applications
in many science and engineering �elds�

Volume visualization techniques di�er greatly from those
used in conventional computer graphics dealing mostly
with synthetic geometric models� The modeling of
synthetic geometric objects is well developed �e�g� solid
and surface modeling�� and can support various object
representation requirements and manipulation opera�
tions� Unfortunately� the same cannot be said about
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volumetric data� This is because current volume visu�
alization algorithms are mostly dataset�based� i�e� the
algorithms are designed for the rendering of complete
volume datasets in regular format� with little or no
structural information in the object level to support
object operations� In other words� they do not have
an associated volumetric modeling scheme for e	cient
object representation� construction and manipulation�
Clearly� a systematic volumetric modeling scheme and
associated rendering algorithms are required to ex�
plore the full potential of volume visualization�

��� Related work

Previous work on volumetric modeling is very lim�
ited� Most of the 
D object modeling e�orts concen�
trate on the geometric shape modeling of synthetic
objects� including curve�surface modeling and solid
modeling�Far
� Hof��� Their underlying represen�
tation methods are only capable of representing the
surface boundaries� rather than the complete volumet�
ric information� Geometric modeling and the corre�
sponding surface graphics techniques are� in general�
not su	cient for the modeling and rendering of volu�
metric objects because of their representational limi�
tations� though some of these techniques� such as the
Constructive Solid Geometry �CSG� method in solid
modeling�Req��� RV���� can be extended to solve vol�
umetric modeling problems as described in this paper�

Two common approaches in volume visualization are
surface rendering and volume rendering� In surface
rendering�LC���� iso�surfaces are extracted from the
volume data based on constant �eld values� and then
rendered and manipulated as polygons� Most existing
surgical planning�simulation systems are based on sur�
face rendering�PVML�� VMW�
�� Since iso�surfaces



represent only a �D subset of the object� this ap�
proach cannot e�ectively convey the complete volu�
metric information� Furthermore� an iso�surface nor�
mally contains a very large number of tiny polygons�
and is� therefore� very ine	cient and inaccurate for
modeling purposes� Limited volume manipulations
can� however� be realized by extending the thresh�
olding approach to include semi�boundary and shell
volumes�UO�� UO
�� interval set�Guo��� or inter�
val volumes�FMST��� Volume rendering� on the other
hand� attempts to directly display the entire volume
dataset through semi�transparent images� This al�
lows the viewers to peer inside the volume space for
better comprehension and exploration of the dataset�
Volume rendering algorithms can be roughly classi�
�ed into two categories� the image space approach
such as raycasting algorithms�Lev�� DH�� YK���
and the object space approach such as splatting and
cell projection�UK��� Wes�� WG��� Hybrid algo�
rithms that combine the advantages of both approaches
have also been developed�LL�� SFH���

Volume graphics is a new 
D graphics paradigm pro�
posed by Kaufman� Cohen and Yagel�KCY
�� It em�
ploys volume visualization and 
D raster techniques to
display and manipulate 
D synthetic objects by con�
verting the geometric models into a uniform volume
bu�er� The use of volume graphics method for CSG
solid models has also been discussed in �SY�� and
�WK��� Apparently� volume graphics paradigm may
also be applied to the rendering and manipulation of
volumetric objects with non�binary �eld values� The
advantages of this approach are algorithm uniformity
and the view independence of the volume bu�er� But
since the volume bu�er is a large regular discrete 
D
array of voxels� a uniform model voxelization�KS���
Kau��a� Kau��b� for every step of the model oper�
ation is extremely ine	cient for interactive applica�
tions� Furthermore� frequent model discretization and
resampling in raster manipulations also generate un�
necessary cumulative errors�

��� Overview

In this paper� we describe a Volumetric�CSG �VCSG�
modeling scheme and its rendering algorithm for the
interactive manipulation and visualization of volumet�
ric models� A VCSG model� as an extension to the
Constructive Solid Geometry �CSG� model in solid
modeling� represents a volumetric object and its con�
struction�manipulation process in a tree structure� The
leaf nodes consist of the initial volume datasets� In�
termediate nodes represent either unary operations�
such as transformations� or binary operations� such
as Boolean operations� A rendering algorithm is also
developed for visualizing VCSG models� In this al�
gorithm� instead of reconstructing the entire volume
into a volume bu�er as required in volume graphics�
we generate optimal target blocks in the volume space
directly from a VCSG model� by adaptive target vol�
ume subdivision� for e	cient direct rendering� An oc�
tree data structure �called target octree� is used to
keep track of this subdivision process� Template�based
octree projection methods are employed to render all
the target blocks using a raycasting formulation and
hardware assisted 
D texture mapping� respectively�
Section � presents the VCSG modeling scheme� The
VCSG rendering algorithm is described in Section 
�
Some implementation results are given in Section ��

Section � concludes the paper with additional remarks
and future work�

� VOLUMETRIC MODELING

A volumetric object is essentially a �irregular� sub�
set of a regular volume �eld with scalar or vector �eld
values� Since traditional geometric modeling is mainly
concerned with the continuous surface boundaries of

D objects� it is� in general� not suitable for the repre�
sentation of volumetric objects that are discrete and
volumetric in nature� But extensions of some solid
representation methods may be made for volumetric
objects� In this paper� we consider the volumetric ex�
tension of the Constructive Solid Geometry �CSG� rep�
resentation in which solid primitives are combined into
a more complex solid object by geometric transforma�
tions and Boolean operations� In volumetric environ�
ment� the primitives can be simply represented as reg�
ular volume datasets� which can come from either seg�
mentation or separate data sources� For large sparse
volumes� multiple volume primitives can be created
from each dataset by subdividing the volume into sub�
volumes using data structures such as octree�SFH���

��� Volumetric�CSG

Various operations� such as transformations and
Boolean operations� can be applied to the initial prim�
itive volumes to construct a more complex volumet�
ric object� Model modi�cation and manipulation may
also be achieved by changing the operations or their
parameters� Due to the regular sampling pattern in
volume datasets� reformatting the volumetric object
into a regular dataset after each operation is very
time�consuming� particularly for interactive applica�
tions where the modi�cation of the model can be fairly
frequent� To avoid explicit volume reconstruction at
every step of the operation� a Volumetric�CSG �VCSG�
method is used to represent the volumetric construc�
tion process with a hierarchical sequence of operations�
Conceptually� VCSG is a tree structure� as shown in
Figure �� The leaf nodes of the VCSG tree are the ini�
tial primitive volumes� Each intermediate node con�
tains information on an operation to be performed on
its child node�s�� and therefore represents the resulting
subvolume of this operation� With VCSG representa�
tion� object operations are simple nodal operations of
the VCSG tree� The voxel level data access and oper�
ations are not performed in the VCSG modeling stage�
but are� instead� integrated into the rendering process�

A volumetric operation is de�ned as a mapping from
one or two volumes �called the source volume�s�� to a
new volume �called the target volume�� We call oper�
ations with only one source volume unary operations�
and the ones with two source volumes binary opera�
tions� For the simplicity of discussion� we assume that
all volumes are de�ned on a cubic 
�D domain D with
scalar voxel values de�ned over S � R� where

D � f�x� y� z� � R
� j x� y� z � ��� L�g

��� Unary Operations

For an unary operation with a source volume�

V� � f�P� I��P �� j P � D� I��P � � S� � Rg
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Figure �� The VCSG representation for V � �T �V�� �
C�V���� F �T �V���

the target volume is de�ned as�

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D� I�P � � f�I�� P �g

where f�� � D � R is a function associated with each
unary operation� The following is a list of useful unary
volumetric operations�

� A�ne transformation� �T�� It can include
translation� rotation� scaling� shearing and mir�
roring �re�ection�� Its VCSG node contains the
� � � matrix� M � of the transformation and its
inverse M��� Thus�

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D� I�P � � I��M��
P �g

� Transfering� �F�� This operation does not ex�
plicitly change the geometry of the object� but�
instead� alters the voxel values through a trans�
fer function g � R � R� It enables the use of
di�erent transfer functions for di�erent subvol�
umes to create various rendering e�ects� The
VCSG node contains either the parameters of
the function g �e�g� the coe	cients of a linear
or quadratic function� or a pointer to a lookup
table� The target volume is de�ned as�

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D� I�P � � g�I��P ��g

� Cutting� �C�� It cuts away part of the object
using a plane� The plane equation� Ax � By �
Cz � D � �� is stored in the VCSG node� The
resulting target volume is de�ned as�

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D�

I�P � �

�
I��P � if Ax� By �Cz � D � �
� otherwise

g

� Deformation� �D�� Volumetric objects are of�
ten deformable �e�g� the organs and tissues in
medical applications�� and deformation should�
therefore� be an essential operation in volumetric
modeling� In our approach� volume deformation
is modeled as a 
D morphing function by land�
mark interpolation� Landmark movements are
either de�ned interactively or derived from pre�
scribed deformation forces or rules �e�g� physical
modeling or biological growth pattern�� A scat�
tered data interpolation method will then gen�
erate a globally smooth morphing function on
the volume space of the object to be deformed�
Details about the landmark�based morphing ap�
proach can be found in �FRR�� and �FSHR���

��� Binary Operations

Binary operations are basically Boolean operations�
including Union ������ Intersection ����� and Sub�
traction ������ For solid objects� they are de�ned as
regularized set operations�Req���� Boolean operations
of synthetic objects in volume graphics are similarly
de�ned as voxblt operations�Kau��� But for volumes
of scalar or vector �elds� a binary mapping function is
attached to each operation to resolve the �eld values
in the two volumes involved� Let us de�ne the two
source volumes in a binary operation as�

V� � f�P� I��P �� j P � D� I��P � � S� � Rg

V� � f�P� I��P �� j P � D� I��P � � S� � Rg

and the target volume is�

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D� I�P � � I��P � �op� I��P �g

where � op �� R � R � R is the binary mapping
function corresponding to a binary operation�

� Union� ����

V � f�P� I�P ��j P � D� I�P � � I��P � ��� I��P �g

where

x ��� y �

�
x if y 	� S�
y if x 	� S�
u�x� y� otherwise

Union operations are normally used to add one
object to another� to mix di�erent materials to�
gether� or to combine multiple modality images
�e�g� CT and MRI scans�� Function u�x� y� de�
�nes a composition of two 
D images� For 
D
RGBA images� an analog can be easily made
from the �D image compositing techniques�PD����
using operators such as over� plus and out� For
volumes of scalar or vector �elds� this function is
often more application dependent� and may be
used to achieve many useful e�ects� For instance�
u�x� y� � max�x� y� implies that higher density
material has better visibility� while u�x� y� �
tx � �� � t�y provides a more �exible blending
of the materials� u�x� y� may also be de�ned by
a lookup table� i�e� u�x� y� � lut�x� y� for even
greater �exibility� Yet another example is the
fuzzy set operations used in modeling volume�
sampled objects to resolve overlapping soft
boundaries�WK���

� Intersection� ����

V � f�P� I�P �� j P � D� I�P � � I��P � �
� I��P �g

where

x �
� y �

�
� if x 	� S� or y 	� S�
u�x� y� otherwise

It generates the intersecting volume of the two
source volumes� u�x� y� can be de�ned exactly
the same as in Union� Intersection operation
is very useful for applications such as collision
detection and fuzzy boundary analysis�



� Subtraction� ����

V � f�P� I�P ��jP � D� I�P � � I��P � ��� I��P �g

where

x ��� y �

�
x if y 	� S�
� if x 	� S�
u�x� y� otherwise

This operation subtracts the second object from
the �rst one� u�x� y� can also be de�ned the same
way as in the Union operation� When u�x� y� �
�� it becomes the Boolean di�erence operation
for solid objects� Subtraction is very useful in
surgical simulation �e�g� drilling a hole from a
bone��

��� Bounding Boxes

To facilitate e	cient searching of regions of interest in
a VCSG model� a hierarchy of bounding boxes is built
within the data structure� To do so� we compute and
store in each node of the VCSG tree a bounding box of
the irregular subvolume the node represents� As to be
seen in the next section� such bounding box hierarchy
plays an important role in our rendering algorithm�

Since the bounding boxes of all initial primitive vol�
umes are already de�ned by the sizes and positions of
the volumes� the bounding boxes in the intermediate
nodes of the VCSG tree can be directly computed from
their child bounding boxes� This works as follows�

� Transformation� No change� But testing against
the bounding box requires a prior inverse trans�
formation of the object to be tested�

� Transfering� No change�

� Cutting� The child bounding box is cut and a
new bounding box is computed�

� Deformation� The bounding box is estimated
by morphing the eight vertices of the child bound�
ing box and some additional sample points cho�
sen on the six faces of the bounding box� This
approach is not guaranteed to be accurate� but
is simple and quite e�ective in general� A safer
approach would be to compute the upper�bound
of the Jacobian of the morphing function to esti�
mate the maximum change of the bounding box�
But we found that this often leads to overly large
bounding bounding box and can consequently af�
fect the algorithm s performance�

� Union or Intersection� compute the bounding
box of the union or intersection of the two child
bounding boxes�

� Subtraction� simply retain the bounding box
of the �rst child node�

� VOLUMERENDERING AVCSGMODEL

In order to use a regular volume rendering algorithm
to visualize a VCSG model� a regular volume dataset�
called the target volume� has to be reconstructed to
encapsulate the VCSG model� In other words� ev�
ery voxel of the target volume needs to be computed

through the entire hierarchy of operations in the VCSG
tree� This can be very time�consuming� especially
for applications requiring interactive model manipu�
lations� where changes of the VCSG tree is fairly fre�
quent� In this section� we present a new model�based
volume rendering algorithm that can be directly ap�
plied to a VCSG model� and e	ciently carry out the
modeling operations within the rendering process� The
basic idea is to �rst adaptively subdivide the target
volume space into various sized target blocks to ob�
tain the optimal computational paths for the target
blocks in the VCSG tree� These target blocks are then
projected onto the projection plane to generate the ��
nal image� using either a raycasting formulation or
the hardware assisted 
D texture mapping� The algo�
rithm operates in three steps� target volume subdivi�
sion� target block sorting and target block projection�

��� Target Volume Subdivision

Since di�erent regions of the target volume may in�
volve only parts of the VCSG tree� it is important to
identify such separate regions in the target volume and
their respective paths in the VCSG tree to optimize
the model computation� To do so� the algorithm em�
ploys an adaptive target volume subdivision process�
The process starts from a uniform subdivision of the
target volume space� represented as a complete target
octree� An optimal test is applied to each leaf node
of the target octree to determine whether its compu�
tational path in the VCSG tree is optimal� If not� the
node is subdivided into eight smaller blocks� and the
process continues recursively� Otherwise� the node is
considered a satisfactory target block� i�e� no further
subdivision of this block is necessary� The optimal
test uses the bounding box hierarchy and traverses
the VCSG tree in a depth��rst order� For each VCSG
node it encounters� the target block to be tested is
compared with the bounding box of the node based
on the following criteria�

�� If the block is entirely within the bounding box�
no subdivision is necessary� and the traversal
continues with its subtree� If the block is en�
tirely outside the bounding box� the traversal
skips the node s subtree� since it is unrelated
to this block� The sequence of the in�out re�
sults from the above testing� along with the cor�
responding operations� is recorded in the block�

�� If the block is only partially inside the bound�
ing box� it is subdivided into eight new blocks�
and its previous testing results are passed on to
the new blocks� i�e� the VCSG traversal for each
new block starts from where the subdivision oc�
curred�


� For a Deformation node� the target block is
subdivided until the morphing function can be
approximated by trilinear interpolation within
the target block� Details of this process has been
described in �FSHR���

�� When the size of the block reaches a pre�de�ned
minimum �one voxel by default�� no further sub�
division is possible� and the block is simply as�
signed to be either inside or outside the bounding
box� based on the position of its center point�



The above VCSG traversal process generates a se�
quence of VCSG nodes that the target block may in�
tersect� This node sequence is called the optimal com�
putational path of the target block� Following this
optimal path� the algorithm reconstructs a subvolume
for every target block� Basically� for each voxel in the
target block� its values in all participating objects in
the optimal path are fetched from their octree vol�
umes� and computed using the corresponding oper�
ations recorded in the optimal path� The result of
this computation is a regular subvolume for the target
block� This target volume subdivision process only
needs to be done once for every VCSG tree� and the
result can be used for the rendering in all viewing an�
gles� Furthermore� the bounding box hierarchy also
allows for �exible local modi�cations� For instance�
changes of some bounding boxes in the hierarchy �due
to a small change of the VCSG tree� will cause the re�
testing of the target blocks against the changed bound�
ing boxes only�

��� Target Block Sorting

The next step of the rendering algorithm is to sort the
target blocks� created from the subdivision process�
in either a front�to�back or a back�to�front order� de�
pending on the rendering method �to be discussed in
next subsection�� Since the target blocks are already
organized in the target octree� sorting for a given view�
ing direction is fairly simple� The signs of the three
coordinates of the viewing vector determine the or�
der in which the eight child octants of each node of
the target octree are visited�FSHR��� Based on this
view�dependent child access order� a view�dependent
depth��rst traversal of the target octree will automat�
ically pick the target blocks in the required order�

��� Target Block Projection

In this step� the target blocks are projected� in the
required order� onto the projection plane to generate
the �nal image� Since there can be thousands of tar�
get blocks� projecting all the blocks independently can
be quite expensive� For parallel projection� however�
a template�based block projection approach�SFH��
may be used to take advantage of the fact that all
blocks have the same shape and orientation� and only
a number of �xed sizes �in di�erent levels of the tar�
get octree�� Thus� the computation may be done for
only one sample block with each size� and the result
can be saved into a template� and later �pasted� to all
other blocks of the same size� In the following� we will
only discuss parallel projection rendering� We are cur�
rently still working on the extension of this approach
for perspective projection� In our approach� two di�er�
ent image formation methods are used in block pro�
jection� the raycasting method and the 
D texture
mapping method� Since these two projection methods
have previously been reported in �SFH��� we will only
present the basic ideas here� Details and the handling
of complications can be found in �SFH���

����� Raycasting

A front�to�back sorting order is used for raycasting
projection� which is essentially a mini�raycasting pro�
cess within each block� The block�raycasting results

The Screen

Template

The sample block

a ray

covered pixel

covered sampling points

Figure �� The template for block projection

from all the blocks are blended and composited to�
gether to generate the rendered image Each block�
raycasting result is de�ned by �see Figure ���

�� covered pixels� the pixels that the block projects
to�

�� covered sampling points� the raycasting sampling
points along the rays shooting from the covered
pixels that are within the block�

Using the template�based projection approach� the set
of covered pixels and covered sampling points for blocks
of the same size should be a simple translation of each
other� i�e� for each size� the covered pixels and covered
sampling points should be identi�ed only once� saved
in a template� and later �pasted� to all other blocks
of the same size� A template is de�ned as a �D ar�
ray containing the image area of the covered pixels�
Each entry of the �D array contains simply two index
numbers indicating the interval of the covered sam�
pling points� To build the template� a sample block
for each block size is used� The �D image projec�
tion of the bounding box of the rotated sample block
forms a rectangular image area containing all the cov�
ered pixels of the sample block� For every ray shooting
from each covered pixel� the ray segment that is within
the block is computed by normal ray�block intersec�
tion� The interval of the raycasting sampling points
within this ray segment is stored in the template as
the covered sampling points� For each block in the
sorted block list� a displacement vector from the sam�
ple block is �rst computed� A template of appropriate
size is translated by the displacement vector to obtain
the covered pixels and covered sampling points of the
block to perform raycasting within the subvolume of
the block obtained earlier�

��� 	D Texture Mapping

To use 
D texture mapping hardware� often available
in high�end graphics workstations� a back�to�front pro�
jection order is normally required� For each target
block� its subvolume is �rst de�ned as a 
D texture
block and bound to the hardware as the current tex�
ture map� To render this block� polygons generated by
intersecting a sequence of Z�planes and the block need
to be sent� together with texture coordinates� to the
texture mapping hardware in a back�to�front order�
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Figure 
� The template for Z�plane�block intersection

Using the template�based approach� similar to the ray�
casting method� the result of the Z�plane�block inter�
section for one sample block should be usable by all
other blocks of the same size with a simple transla�
tion� As shown in Figure 
� the template is de�ned as
a list of intersection polygons of consecutive Z�planes
and the sample block� These polygons can later be
translated to generate the intersection polygons for all
other blocks of the same size� Texture coordinates at
the polygon vertices are obtained by trilinear interpo�
lation of the texture coordinates at the block vertices�

� IMPLEMENTATIONS

Both the raycasting and 
D texture mapping versions
of the rendering algorithm have been implemented in
C��� and tested on an SGI R���� workstation run�
ning at ���MHz with �� Mbytes main memory� The
texture memory on this machine is � Mbytes�

Some test results are shown in Figure �� in which
�c��j��k� are rendered with 
D texture mapping� and
the rest are raycasting images� All original datasets
have size ����� Figure ��a� shows a craniofacial pa�
tient s CT data� In Figure ��b�� the tumor is sub�
tracted� and a re�ection of the left �normal� side of the
face is then merged �using the left side s values� into
the right side to generate a normal appearance� Mul�
tiple object rendering examples with di�erent transfer
functions are shown in Figure ��c��d�� Figure ��c�
shows the eight octant subvolumes �slightly moved� of
a human CT dataset� and Figure ��d� is a CT dataset
of two engine parts� The rest of the images show var�
ious binary operation results of a human head CT
dataset and a synthetic knot dataset �Figure ��e���
Figure ��i� is the result of an intersection operation
using the human head s values� Figure ��f� shows
the same intersection operation� but rendered with the
knot s values� Their union operation is shown in Fig�
ure ��h�� Figure ��g��j��k� show a similar set of the
binary operations� except that the human head now is
morphed by moving its landmarks to the correspond�
ing biological landmarks in a Chimpanzee s head�

In table �� the timings for some of the test examples
are given� The time taken to build target blocks and
the time for each subsequent rendering are given sep�
arately since the target blocks need to be built only
once for each VCSG model� To save memory space�
an octree data structure is used in storing the origi�
nal volumes� Total memory usage for each example
given in the table includes the octree volumes� target
blocks and their subvolumes� and the templates� The
rendering time is partitioned into three parts� building

templates� block projection� and
resampling�compositing�shading �for raycasting� or
texture loading�binding time �for 
D texture map�
ping�� For raycasting rendering� �ve light sources and
depth cue are used for shading� and trilinear interpo�
lation is used for resampling� For 
D texture mapping
rendering� the block projection portion also includes
the hardware texture mapping time�

Dataset

Table 1:  Rendering Performance Data

(MB)
memory Target block

building

time (sec)rendering

resam/blending/shadingbuild
template

block
projection or:  texture binding

Fig.6 (b)

Fig.6 (c)

Fig.6 (d)

Fig.6 (f)

Fig.6 (h)

Fig.6 (j)

Fig.6 (k)

0.019

total

0.025

0.016

0.021

0.027

0.026

0.023

0.092

1.35

1.21

0.72

2.32

0.93

0.32

9.27

0.33

3.62

5.68

10.45

0.51

0.71

0.447

10.639

6.902

4.36

12.797

0.856

1.66

7.3

10.24

9.76

7.21

6.81

11.23

18.51

4.23

9.61

6.36

14.18

14.18

16.31

18.27

	 CONCLUSIONS

We presented a Volumetric�CSG modeling scheme and
the associated rendering algorithm to support a model�
based volume visualization paradigm� The VCSG
scheme provides a compact and �exible representation
method for volumetric objects and their construction
and manipulation operations� The VCSG rendering
algorithm can directly and e	ciently visualize a VCSG
model by optimizing the computational paths in the
VCSG tree for di�erent subvolumes in the target vol�
ume space� The template�based projection approach
ensures that subdividing the target volume into many
small blocks does not signi�cantly a�ect the rendering
e	ciency�

In addition to providing a feasible modeling�rendering
scheme for volume graphics� this approach may also
have direct applications in many practical problems
such as interrogative scienti�c visualization� and sur�
gical planning and simulation� In the future� we plan
to explore the full potential of the VCSG modeling and
rendering in various applications� particularly in med�
ical �eld� For example� using this technique in cranio�
facial surgical planning and simulation� most surgical
operations can be modeled and rendered easily� In tu�
mor sterotaxy�Kel��� as another example� this tech�
nique can be used to plan a tumor removal path to
avoid structures� especially arteries� from being dam�
aged�
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Figure �� Rendering results of some VCSG models
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